


Brand Up: Fundamentals 
of Branding, Content 
and Delivery



Part 1: Brand 
Differentiation



In building your brand, you’ll want to define:

the story about your business, 
that you wish was out there 
in the world.
Imagine you had a prospective future client talking to an existing client. 
What words would you want to put in your existing client’s mouth?



Throughout the course of my talks 
today, I want to establish that:
• Your marketing value lies in where you meaningfully  
 differ from your competition;

• You want to take those meaningful differences and convert  
 them to emotional propositions for your audience;

• Every creative decision within the brand collateral is  
 an opportunity to communicate part of this story.



If you’re the same 
as everybody else, 
then what do we 
need you for?



Why You Should Differentiate:
You should differentiate so that you can:

• Increase your value considerably

• In some cases, reduce your competition by shrinking the market

• Choose the projects you work on, or the clients you work with;

• Avoid the stuff you don’t like doing.



The goal of differentiating is to be specific enough with your message  
that it connects with a segment of the market on a deeper level.

The goal is that your prospective 
customers have a reason to fall in 
love with your business - to say,  
I need it to be them.
This shifts the power dynamic of the relationship  
between business and client.





Some Ways to Differentiate:
• Specialisation 
• Soft specialisation 
• Personality 
• Novel product/service offering 
• Price 
• Aesthetic style 
• Philosophy

Racking up lots of points across multiple categories is a good idea,  
though ultimately for best results, your brand probably has a core  
message that it stands for above others.





Methods to Identify Areas  
of Differentiation
Put a best-case spin on everything you do:

• Everything is a feature, never a bug.

• Or even the bugs have a justifiable reason  
 that fits the philosophy of the business.



Methods to Identify Areas  
of Differentiation
Play to your strengths:

• What do your existing customers feed back most positively about?

• Can you double down on that, or take advantage by creating  
 something new that relies on that same resource?



Methods to Identify Areas  
of Differentiation
Market research:

• Ask your customers to feed back in detail about the service.

• Try and find out what concerns and issues exist in the mind  
 of your prospective customer about your industry generally.

• Do keyword research to see what people in your area  
 are looking for - with the caveat that novel services aren’t  
 searched for generally, and that’s fine.



Layman’s Perspectives:  
Breakout Task
Give your partner your feedback on their industry,  
focusing on the challenges and the barriers to booking.

Possible areas where there are concerns:

• selection process; 
• verifying quality and reliability; 
• booking procedure; 
• reputation/common perceptions of industry; 
• anything else.



Discussion and Feedback  
from Breakout Task
In my next section, we’ll be looking at how we take those differential factors,  
and have them inform every creative decision that’s made throughout  
the brand collateral. 

Meantime, let’s discuss outcomes from the breakout task,  
and any questions on differentiation.






